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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

Rising from the ashes of four fires Bluff’s Club Hotel built in 1914 stands on the south 

side of Gore Street. The hotel, designed in Italianate style by architect Frederick 

Annison, overlooks what was once a bustling port.  

The Club Hotel recalls typical hotel architecture of early twentieth century, where 

providing a place to stay, food and convivial surroundings was central to the hotel 

trade. The hotel is a significant example of a relatively grand hotel building for a small 

Southland town. The Club Hotel represents the importance of hotels in small 

communities. The scale of the hotel indicates the importance of Bluff as a port of entry 

and an important transit point for visitors and residents alike.   

The first hotel on this site was run by Irish-born Hannah Ward Barron. In the 1860s Mrs 

Barron leased a guesthouse on the waterfront and set about establishing her own 

business. In 1870, she converted the boarding house to a hotel, calling it the Railway 

Hotel. Her children lived with her at the hotel. Her youngest son Joseph Ward lived 

with her until his marriage in 1883. Joseph Ward became an important businessman 

and politician. Ward was twice mayor of Campbelltown, as Bluff was then called. He 

was elected to Parliament in 1887, and became Prime Minister in 1906.  

The Railway Hotel burnt down in 1880, and was replaced by the Terminus Hotel. The 

Terminus Hotel was badly damaged in a fire in July 1884. The hotel was rebuilt and 

named the Club Hotel. Mrs Barron owned the hotel until her death in 1898. After her 

death a family trust managed the hotel. It was leased to various licensees. 

In 1903, the hotel suffered another serious fire. Parts of the building had to be 

demolished. When rebuilding the hotel, the executors of Mrs Barron’s estate took the 

opportunity to make it bigger. Invercargill architect Peter Walker advertised for tenders 

for the ‘erection of Club Hotel’ in brick and concrete in May 1903. By February 1904 

the re-building was just about finished. 

Further misfortune followed in 1914. Fire once again swept through the hotel. The 

Southland Times reported that all that remained was ‘several chains of burning embers 

divided only by the bare parched dividing walls which marked the progress of one of 

the most ravishing conflagrations in the history of the port.’ The new building was 
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designed by architect Frederick Annison (d.1917), and has survived to the present day 

with a number of additions and alterations.  

The Club Hotel is a long two-storey building. The ground floor street front provides 

access to the bar and restaurant and has several small shop fronts. A verandah and a 

fire escape run the length of the hotel. The first floor is designed in ornate Classical 

Victorian style. The brickwork has been painted. The windows are a mix of round and 

flat headed double hung sashes.  

In 2014, the Club Hotel remains a landmark on Gore Street in Bluff.   

1. IDENTIFICATION1 

1.1. Name of Place 

Name:  

Club Hotel 

Other Names: 

Flynn’s Club Hotel, Railway Hotel (1866-1880), Terminus Hotel (1880-1884)  

1.2. Location Information 

Address 

100-116 Gore Street 

BLUFF 

Southland 

 

Additional Location Information 

Located on the south side of Gore Street. 

                                                      
1  This section is supplemented by visual aids in Appendix 1 of the report. 
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Local Authority 

Invercargill City Council 

1.3. Legal Description 

Secs 2-3 Blk I Town of Campbelltown (also referred to as Lot 1 DP 7905) (CT SLA2/269), 

Southland Land District  

1.4. Extent of List Entry 

Extent includes part of the land described as Secs 2-3 Blk I Town of Campbelltown (also 

referred to as Lot 1 DP 7905) (CT SLA2/269), Southland Land District and the building 

known as the Club Hotel thereon (Refer to map in Appendix 1 of the List entry report 

for further information).   

1.5. Eligibility 

There is sufficient information included in this report to identify this place. This place is 

physically eligible for consideration as a historic place. It consists of a building which 

lies within the territorial limits of New Zealand.  

2. SUPPORTING INFORMATION 

2.1. Historical Information  

Ngai Tahu History2 

Ancient stories tell the origins of southern Maori, with the waka of Aoraki becoming Te 

Wai Pounamu (the South Island), and its sternpost, Te Taurapa a Te Waka o Aoraki 

becoming Bluff Hill (also known as Motupohue). The Maui traditions are also told in 

the south, with Maui arriving in his waka Maahunui, and throwing out the anchor Te 

Puka o Te Waka a Maui (Rakiura). Maui’s achievements are recognised in place names 

in the south, including Omaui near Bluff, and Te Tapuwae o Maui and Te Rereka o Maui 

in Fiordland (Maui’s footstep and Maui’s leap). Whanau moved throughout the 

southern area to take advantage of seasonal resources and trade, and also for reasons 

of intermarriage and war. Kaika were established close to resources.3 There is no 

                                                      
2 This section is based on the Ngai Tahu Statutory Acknowledgements in the Ngai Tahu Claim Settlement 

Act.  
3 New Zealand Executive Ngai Tahu Settlement, Statutory acknowledgements, 

http://executive.govt.nz/96-99/minister/graham/ngai-tahu/content/sec12_attach114.htm , accessed 
Sep 09. 

http://executive.govt.nz/96-99/minister/graham/ngai-tahu/content/sec12_attach114.htm
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specific traditional information relating to Maori use of the site of the Club Hotel, 

though there is likely to have been Maori occupation of the land within Bluff.4 

The first European settler at Bluff was James Spencer who in January 1824 landed at 

Bluff and a small settlement was formed, built around servicing whaling operations.5 

Bluff (first known as Campbelltown) 

Bluff was declared an official port of entry on 19 January 1856. John Turnbull Thomson 

surveyed the town later that year, naming it Campbelltown after Governor Gore 

Browne’s wife. The flood of gold miners of the 1860s boosted the town. Some 1,680 

passengers arrived through Bluff. Visitors needed places to stay. Boarding houses and 

hotels sprung up to cater for the demand.  

Irish-born Hannah Ward Barron was an early hotel operator. Born Hannah Dorey in 

Cork, Ireland, where she married William Ward, and sailed to Melbourne in the 1850s. 

When William Ward died in 1860, she married to John Barron. Mrs Barron left 

Australia in 1863 with her three (of ten) surviving children. She started a store at the 

small Southland settlement of Greenhills, and then shifted her family to 

Campbelltown. There she leased a guesthouse on the waterfront. She took out an 

order under the Married Woman’s Property Protection Act (1860) and set about 

establishing her own business. In 1870, she converted the boarding house to a hotel, 

calling it the Railway Hotel, one of two hotels in Bluff at that time.6 

Mrs Barron’s family lived with her at the hotel. Her youngest son Joseph lived with her 

until his marriage in 1883. Joseph Ward became an important businessman and 

politician. Ward was twice mayor of Campbelltown, as Bluff was then called. He was 

elected to Parliament in 1887, and became Prime Minister in 1906. Ward was a 

minister of the Crown for over twenty three years.7 

                                                      
4 Erin Williams, ‘Club Hotel: 100 Gore Street Bluff – Archaeological Assessment of Hotel Development’, 

Guy Williams and Associates, June 2008. p.3. 
5 Aaron Fox, ‘Historic Bluff: A history of the heritage and unique features of Bluff’, prepared for the Inver-

cargill City Council, 2004, p.12. 
6 Fox, pp.13-14.; Erin Williams, ‘Club Hotel: 100 Gore Street Bluff – Archaeological Assessment of Hotel 

Development’, Guy Williams and Associates, June 2008. p.5.; Judith Bassett, 'Barron, Hannah Ward - 
Biography', from the Dictionary of New Zealand Biography. Te Ara - the Encyclopedia of New Zealand, 
updated 1-Sep-10  URL: http://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/biographies/2b7/1 accessed 24 June 2011  

7 Bernard Foster, 'WARD, Sir Joseph George, P.C., G.C.M.G., Bart.', from An Encyclopaedia of New Zealand, 
edited by A. H. McLintock, originally published in 1966. Te Ara - the Encyclopedia of New Zealand, up-

http://www.teara.govt.nz/en/biographies/2b7/1
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The Railway Hotel burnt down in 1880. Mrs Barron commissioned architect F.W. 

Burwell to design its replacement, which she called the Terminus Hotel because it was 

close to the railway station. The new building, the first brick hotel in Campbelltown, 

was seen to be ‘an ornament to the Bluff, and a decided improvement upon Gore 

Street architecture.’8  

The Terminus Hotel in turn was badly damaged in a fire in July 1884, along with other 

brick buildings on the block owned by Mrs Barron.9 Ancillary buildings were probably 

constructed around this time.10  

Mrs Barron commissioned Burwell to design the replacement. This time she named it 

the Club Hotel. Mrs Barron owned the hotel until her death in 1898. After her death a 

family trust managed the property, leasing the premises to various licensees.11  

In 1903, another serious fire saw the demolition of the large parts of the Club Hotel. 

The executors of Mrs Barron’s estate took the opportunity to expand the hotel. The 

executors bought the western parts of the sections and enlarged the building.  

Invercargill architect Peter Walker advertised for tenders for the ‘erection of Club 

Hotel’ in brick and concrete in May 1903. By February 1904 the re-building was just 

about finished. The ‘handsome and striking’ building included shops on the main 

street. On the ground floor were a bar, several sitting rooms, kitchen and pantry, and a 

public dining room. A ‘handsome’ staircase led to the first floor where there were 21 

bedrooms, a ladies’ drawing room, smoking room, as well as bathrooms. The ceilings 

were of pressed steel. A fire escape was attached to the rear of the building and there 

were fire hydrants and hoses.12 

                                                                                                                                                                        
dated 23-Apr-09; URL: http://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/1966/ward-sir-joseph-george-pc-gcmg-bart/1 ac-
cessed 24 June 2011 

8 Southland Times, 25 Sep 1880, p.2.; Southland Times, 28 Mar 1881, p.2. 
9 Southland Times, 23 Jul 1884, p.2. 
10 Williams, p.7. Archaeological Authority 2008/356. These buildings were demolished in June 2013. 
11 Williams, p.6. 
12 Fox, p.27k. 

http://www.teara.govt.nz/en/1966/ward-sir-joseph-george-pc-gcmg-bart/1
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The Cyclopedia of New Zealand described the building in 1905 as having forty rooms, 

including thirty bedrooms, four sitting rooms a forty seat dining hall and a large billiard 

room.13 

Misfortune followed a decade later when fire once again swept through the building. 

The top floor was badly damaged and three people died in the fire. The ground floor 

shops were also damaged. By daybreak, the Southland Times reported, all that 

remained was ‘several chains of burning embers divided only by the bare parched 

dividing walls which marked the progress of one of the most ravishing conflagrations in 

the history of the port.’14 

Frederick Richard Annison (d.1917), Peter Walker’s former partner in the architectural 

practice Walker and Annison, advertised for tenders for the replacement building: the 

‘erection of Club Hotel and Shops at Bluff.’15 According to local newspapers Annison 

was born in England, and immigrated to South Africa, South Australia and then to Gore 

in the early 1900s. He was apparently trained as a plasterer, and worked later as an 

architect. He died by his own hand in 1917 in a widely reported shooting incident. 

Little else is known about his life.16 

In the late 1930s the Club Hotel was modernised. An entrance hall and reception area 

was built on the ground floor. A large lounge was built and the dining room enlarged. 

The décor and furnishings of the bar, restaurant and guest rooms were modernised. 

Additional bathrooms were built, and skylights installed in the upstairs hallways.  Four 

garages were built at the rear of the building.17  

The Club Hotel went through a number of alterations throughout the 1960s. These 

included modernising bathrooms, re-jigging of the layout of the public areas of the 

building. A new dining room was built on the north eastern corner of the building in 

1960. 

                                                      
13 Fox, p.27l. Cyclopedia of New Zealand, volume 4, Otago and Southland  

http://www.nzetc.org/tm/scholarly/tei-Cyc04Cycl-t1-body1-d7-d6-d36.html  
14 Fox, p.27m. Southland Times, 29 Jul 1914.  
15 Fox, p.27m, Southland Times 14 Oct 1914. 
16 New Zealand Truth, 10 Feb 1917, p.6.; Wanganui Chronicle, 30 Jan 1917, p.4. 
17 Fox, p.27m. 

http://www.nzetc.org/tm/scholarly/tei-Cyc04Cycl-t1-body1-d7-d6-d36.html
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The Club Hotel’s importance to Bluff has been recognised in recent years. Interest in 

Bluff’s history saw the establishment of a Bluff history group and research into 

important sites in Bluff. The Club Hotel is included in the Bluff Heritage Trail, and also 

in a heritage inventory of the town completed in 2004. The Bluff Heritage Trail 

pamphlet describes the building as retaining ‘the old world charm’ with notable 

interior details including a stairway featuring ‘wrought iron filigree and ornate pressed 

copper wall and ceiling panels, and ornate timber archways.’18 

The current owners bought the property in 2007. Their development plans included 

the proposal to demolish the ancillary buildings to the rear of the hotel. The buildings 

were demolished in June 2013.19  

In 2014, the Club Hotel remains a landmark on Gore Street in Bluff. 

2.2. Physical Information 

Current Description  

Setting 

The Club Hotel sits on four commercial sections on Gore Street, the main thoroughfare 

through the Southland town of Bluff. The eastern side of the sections was the site of 

the Railway Hotel, and later the Terminus Hotel (both destroyed by fire).  

Gore Street is characterised by the commercial buildings located along the south side. 

It is close to the railway terminus and to the port on the north side of the street. The 

Club Hotel is one of the largest surviving commercial buildings on Gore Street, and the 

largest surviving hotel building in Bluff. 

Exterior 

The Club Hotel is a long two-storey building. The ground floor street front provides 

access to the bar and restaurant. It has several small shop fronts down one end. The 

                                                      
18 http://bluffhistorygroup.webs.com/bluff.htm accessed 24 June 2011; Bluff Heritage Trail [undated 

pamphlet. 
19 Erin Williams, ‘Archaeological Assessment of Proposed Hotel Development Club Hotel 100 Gore Street, 

Bluff’ June 2008.; Guy Williams, ‘Club Hotel Site, 100-116 Gore Street, Bluff: Report on the Outbuild-
ings Archaeology Located at Rear of Hotel. Archaeological Authority No. 2008/356.’ June 2013. Wil-
liams recorded the buildings before they were demolished. 

http://bluffhistorygroup.webs.com/bluff.htm%20accessed%2024%20June%202011
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window and door openings have been modernised with aluminium frames replacing 

original timber openings. There is a verandah along the length of the street front. A 

steel fire escape runs along the length of the façade below the first floor windows. 

The first floor is designed in ornate Classical Victorian style. The façade shows that the 

building was constructed in stages, with the varying roof forms behind the façade. The 

formal façade is divided into several bays, with a parapet concealing the roof. The west 

end of the façade has balusters at parapet level and a pair of triangular pediments, 

with decorative elements emphasised at the skyline. There is an entablature with 

dentils below the pediments.  The first floor detailing has pilasters with Corinthian 

order capitals. The double hung sash windows have round heads with a keystone 

detail.  

The east end of the first floor is less ornately detailed. It has a parapet concealing the 

roof but without the balusters. Each window is flanked by pilasters with Doric capitals. 

Like the windows on the west section of the façade, the windows have round heads 

and a keystone detail.  

The rear of the Club Hotel is plain and utilitarian. The brick work has been painted. The 

windows are a mix of round and flat headed double hung sashes.  

Interior 

The interior of the Club Hotel was not visited when this List entry report was written. 

Construction Professionals  

Architect: Frederick R. Annison   

Frederick Richard Annison (d.1917) was Peter Walker’s partner in the architectural 

practice Walker and Annison, later working on his own account. According to local 

newspapers Annison was born in England, who immigrated to South Africa, South 

Australia and then to Gore in the early 1900s. He was apparently trained as a plasterer, 

and worked later as an architect. He died by his own hand in 1917 in a widely reported 

shooting incident. He is buried in the Eastern Cemetery in Invercargill. 
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Construction Materials 

Brick, concrete, corrugated iron, timber 

Key Physical Dates  

1866 Railway Hotel built 

1880 Terminus Hotel built 

1880-1890 Staff quarters outbuilding constructed. Original laundry outbuilding 

constructed20 

1882 Terminus Hotel destroyed by fire 

1884  Club Hotel opened 

1903 Club Hotel damaged by fire. Rebuild extended to west 

1914  Club Hotel damaged by fire 

1914 Club Hotel rebuilt 

1910-1920 Staff quarters/billiears room patron toilet addition. Original billiard room 

constructed21 

1920 Lean-to storage at south end of staff quarters constructed22 

1938 Interior alterations and modernisation 

1960 New dining room constructed at north east corner of building 

1965  Repartition of shops on street front to house a drapery and bottle store.  

1969 Various alterations to bar, toilets, lobby and shop fronts. 

                                                      
20 Guy Williams, ‘Club Hotel site, 100-116 Gore Street, Bluff: Report on the outbuildings archaeology lo-

cated at rear of hotel.’ Dunedin, 2013. 
21 Guy Williams, 2013 
22 Guy Williams, 2013. 
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2013 Rear outbuildings demolished 

Uses 

Misc – Vacant  

Residential - Hotel (Former)  

2.3. Chattels 

There are no chattels included in this List entry. 

2.4. Sources 

Sources Available and Accessed 

Analysis of Material Available 

Aaron Fox’s ‘Historic Bluff’ and Erin William’s ‘Club Hotel’ provide in depth information 

about the Club Hotel, including alterations and additions to the building. This has been 

supplemented with information from contemporary sources such as newspapers and 

the Cyclopedia of New Zealand. 

Analysis of Material Accessed 

This has been sufficient for the purposes of listing.  

Conclusion 

There is sufficient information available on this place to support the List entry 

proposal. Sufficient information on this place has been accessed to support this List 

entry proposal. 
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Electronic Sources 

http://www.bluff.co.nz/history.html accessed 24 June 2011  

3. SIGNIFICANCE ASSESSMENT23 

3.1. Section 66 (1) Assessment 

This place has been assessed for, and found to possess archaeological, architectural, 

historical, and social significance or value. It is considered that this place qualifies as 

part of New Zealand’s historic and cultural heritage. 

                                                      
23  For the relevant sections of the HPA see Appendix 4: Significance Assessment Information. 

http://www.teara.govt.nz/en/1966/ward-sir-joseph-george-pc-gcmg-bart/1
http://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/
http://www.nzetc.org/tm/scholarly/tei-Cyc04Cycl-t1-body1-d7-d6-d36.html
http://www.bluff.co.nz/history.html
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Archaeological Significance or Value 

The Club Hotel is the fourth hotel to occupy this site. The first hotel, Hannah Barron 

Ward’s Railway Hotel (1870) replacing a boarding house on site. The Railway Hotel 

burnt down in 1880 and was replaced with the Terminus Hotel. Two further fires saw 

the construction of new buildings. Archaeological methods have the potential to 

provide information about the nineteenth century occupation of the site. 

Architectural Significance or Value 

The Club Hotel built in 1914, the fourth hotel building on the site, has architectural 

significance recalling typical hotel architecture of early twentieth century. 

Accommodation was an essential part of the building and is reflected in the design. It is 

a significant example of a relatively grand hotel building for a small Southland town, 

built in an Italianate Classical style. 

Historical Significance or Value 

The Club Hotel, which replaced the earlier Railway and Terminus Hotels run by Hannah 

Ward Barron on this site in Bluff has historical significance representing the importance 

of hotels in small communities. The hotel is typical of an early twentieth century hotel. 

The scale of the hotel indicates the importance of Bluff as a port of entry and an 

important transit point for visitors and residents alike.   

Social Significance or Value 

Hotels in small towns were important meeting places, beyond the obvious gathering 

place. Hotels were used for other social functions: as meeting places for groups such as 

lodges, sporting and cultural groups, and also for coroner’s inquests. There has been a 

hotel on this site since the 1860s, and this is the fourth reincarnation of a hotel on this 

site. 

3.2. Section 66 (3) Assessment 

This place was assessed against, and found to qualify under the following criteria: a, b, 

c, e, and k. It is considered that this place qualifies as a Category 2 historic place. 
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(a) The extent to which the place reflects important or representative aspects of New 

Zealand history  

The Club Hotel is representative of the history of towns such as Bluff which were 

once the busy hub for the travelling public. The Hotel shows the services and 

facilities that grew up to cater for the needs of the residents as well as the 

travelling public. As part of the wider network of travellers’ accommodation, the 

Club Hotel illustrates the importance of hotels. Hotels have operated on this site 

since the 1860s and as such are an important part of the history of the local 

community, and have significance.  

(b) The association of the place with events, persons, or ideas of importance in New 

Zealand history 

(c) The Club Hotel is associated with the Ward family. Hannah Barron Ward was a 

prominent figure in the Bluff community, making her own way as a 

businesswoman in the nineteenth century. Her son Joseph Ward is a prominent 

figure in New Zealand political history. 

 (e) The community association with, or public esteem for the place 

The Club Hotel is included in the history of heritage and unique features in Bluff, 

is included on the Bluff Heritage Trail showing that it is held in esteem by the 

Bluff community. 

 (k) The extent to which the place forms part of a wider historical and cultural area 

The Club Hotel occupies a prominent site on Gore Street, the main thoroughfare 

in Bluff. The Club Hotel is one of the largest surviving commercial buildings on 

Gore Street, and the largest surviving hotel building in Bluff. As such it is an 

important element in the historical streetscape of the town.   
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4. APPENDICES 

4.1. Appendix 1: Visual Identification Aids 

Location Maps 

Bluff 
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Maps of Extent  

  

Figure 1: The location of the Club Hotel and its Outbuildings. The outbuildings were demolished in June 
2013. 

 

Figure 2: Extent of the proposed List entry – the Club Hotel building (area shaded grey in the map above). 
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Current Identifier 
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4.2. Appendix 2: Visual Aids to Historical Information 

Historical Photographs  

 

Figure 3: Gore Street in Bluff from the Railway Station. The Club Hotel is the long two storey building. A verandah 
runs the length of the Club Hotel (undated image, Hocken Library, Unversity of Otago, c/nE3614/37, 
http://hockensnapshop.ac.nz/assets.php/353/6596?q=gore+street+bluff ) 

http://hockensnapshop.ac.nz/assets.php/353/6596?q=gore+street+bluff
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Figure 4: The Club Hotel and the Post Office on Gore Street. The Post Office has the first two triangular pediments 
on the right hand side of the image. The rest of the two storey block is the Club Hotel (Hocken Library, University of 
Otago, c/nE3611/14, http://hockensnapshop.ac.nz/assets.php/353/6591?q=Bluff  ) 

http://hockensnapshop.ac.nz/assets.php/353/6591?q=Bluff
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4.3. Appendix 3: Visual Aids to Physical Information 

Current Plans  

 

Figure 5: Ground Floor plan (2008) 

 

Figure 6: Upper Floor Plan (2008) 
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Current Photographs of Place  

 

Figure 7: Main elevation (www.rustynuts.co.nz/default.aspx?PageID=368 , accessed April 2011). 

 

Figure 8: The Club Hotel (left) and its neighbour, the former Post Office, now Bluff Lodge (Google Street 
View, accessed 20 August 2013). 

http://www.rustynuts.co.nz/default.aspx?PageID=368
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Figure 9: The rear of the Club Hotel (Jonathan Howard, Heritage New Zealand, 2008). The ancillary 
buildings were demolished in June 2013. 

 

Figure 10: Front façade below the verandah (Jonathan Howard, Heritage New Zealand, 2008). 
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4.4. Appendix 4: Heritage Protection 

Local Authority and Regional Authority Plan Listing 

Invercargill City District Plan, Operative 4 February 2005. Appendix II-Heritage Register 

pg. 9-7, Ref. No. 1. The Regional Council has not scheduled this place in its Regional 

Plan.  

Other Protection Measures 

The Club Hotel is recorded as an archaeological site: NZAA Site Recording Scheme 
E47/195. 

Archaeological sites are protected by the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 

2014, regardless of whether they are entered on the New Zealand Heritage List / 

Rārangi Kōrero or not. Archaeological sites include ‘places associated with pre-1900 

human activity, where there may be evidence relating to the history of New Zealand’. 

Places associated with post-1900 human activity may be declared archaeological sites. 

It is unlawful to destroy, damage or modify an archaeological site without prior 

authority from Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga.   

This place is not currently a suitable candidate for the National Heritage Preservation 

Incentive Fund, administered by Heritage New Zealand because it is proposed as a 

Category 2 historic place. 

Heritage New Zealand Recommendations 

To ensure the long-term conservation of this place, Heritage New Zealand 

recommends – that the Club Hotel remains scheduled in the Invercargill City Council 

District Plan.  

Disclaimer 

Please note that entry on the New Zealand Heritage List/Rārangi Kōrero identifies only 

the heritage values of the property concerned, and should not be construed as advice 

on the state of the property, or as a comment of its soundness or safety, including in 

regard to earthquake risk, safety in the event of fire, or insanitary conditions. 
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4.5. Appendix 5: Significance Assessment Information  

Part 4 of the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014 

Chattels or object or class of chattels or objects (Section 65(6)) 
Under Section 65(6) of the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014, an entry 
on the New Zealand Heritage List / Rārangi Kōrero relating to a historic place may 
include any chattel or object or class of chattels or objects – 

a) Situated in or on that place; and 

b) Considered by Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga to contribute to the 
significance of that place; and 

c) Proposed by Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga for inclusion on the New 
Zealand Heritage List / Rārangi Kōrero. 

Significance or value (Section 66(1)) 
Under Section 66(1) of the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014, Heritage 
New Zealand Pouhere Taonga may enter any historic place or historic area on the New 
Zealand Heritage List / Rārangi Kōrero if the place possesses aesthetic, archaeological, 
architectural, cultural, historical, scientific, social, spiritual, technological, or traditional 
significance or value. 

Category of historic place (Section 66(3)) 
Under Section 66(3) of the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014, Heritage 
New Zealand Pouhere Taonga may assign Category 1 status or Category 2 status to any 
historic place, having regard to any of the following criteria: 

a) The extent to which the place reflects important or representative aspects of New 
Zealand history 

b) The association of the place with events, persons, or ideas of importance in New 
Zealand history 

c) The potential of the place to provide knowledge of New Zealand history 

d) The importance of the place to tangata whenua 

e) The community association with, or public esteem for, the place 

f) The potential of the place for public education 

g) The technical accomplishment or value, or design of the place 

h) The symbolic or commemorative value of the place 

i) The importance of the identifying historic places known to date from early periods 
of New Zealand settlement 

j) The importance of identifying rare types of historic places 

k) The extent to which the place forms part of a wider historical and cultural area 
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Addition criteria may be prescribed in regulations made under this Act for the purpose 
of assigning Category 1 or Category 2 status to a historic place, provided they are not 
inconsistent with the criteria set out in subsection (3) 

Additional criteria may be prescribed in regulations made under this Act for entering 
historic places or historic areas of interest to Māori, wāhi tupuna, wāhi tapu, or wāhu 
tapu areas on the New Zealand Heritage List / Rārangi Kōrero, provided they are not 
inconsistent with the criteria set out in subsection (3) or (5) or in regulations made 
under subsection (4).  

NOTE:  Category 1 historic places are ‘places of special or outstanding historical or 
cultural heritage significance or value.’ Category 2 historic places are ‘places of 
historical or cultural heritage significance or value.’ 
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